1.. Introduction   {#sec1}
==================

The last decade has seen the explosive development of the free-electron laser (FEL) as one of the most promising light sources at extreme-ultraviolet and X-ray wavelengths (Ackermann *et al.*, 2007[@bb1]; Emma *et al.*, 2010[@bb2]; Ishikawa *et al.*, 2012[@bb3]; Allaria *et al.*, 2013*a* [@bb4]; Kang *et al.*, 2017[@bb5]; Weise & Decking, 2017[@bb6]; Milne *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]), reviewed by Feng & Deng (2018[@bb8]). Pulses delivered by a FEL are characterized by high intensity, short wavelength and narrow bandwidth. These unique capabilities open the door to explore various scientific fields, such as molecular reaction dynamics, atomic physics, biological structures, that originate from any similar mechanisms that involve motions of electrons, molecules and other microstructure. In order to further satisfy the requirements of different experiments, FELs with various features have been widely studied and put into practice. One of the most important formats is to create FEL pulses that contain different spectral lines with time separation, namely, multi-color FELs. Benefiting from its good qualities, a multi-color FEL can be used to carry out pump--probe experiments, where the first pulse excites a sample and the second pulse is used for probing the sample after an adjustable delay time. Currently, FEL facilities with a multi-color operation mode, such as FLASH (Feldhaus, 2010[@bb9]; Vogt *et al.*, 2013[@bb10]), SACLA (Hara *et al.*, 2013[@bb11]), SPARC (Petrillo *et al.*, 2013[@bb12]; Ronsivalle *et al.*, 2014[@bb13]), FERMI (Allaria *et al.*, 2013*b* [@bb14]; Ferrari *et al.*, 2016[@bb15]; Penco *et al.*, 2018[@bb16]) and LCLS (Marinelli *et al.*, 2015[@bb17]; Lutman *et al.*, 2016[@bb18]; Guetg *et al.*, 2018[@bb19]), are mainly focused on the generation of a two-color FEL. Except for combining FEL pulses with synchrotron radiation or other conventional light sources, these specialized three-color FEL pulses or those containing more colors are scarce. However, many FEL users require multi-color pulses, such as for pump--dump/repump--probe experiments, non­linear optics experiments and so on, and some of them have special demands: for example, multiwave mixing requires a sample to interact with multi-color ultrashort pulses of coherent radiation, *etc.* (Glover *et al.*, 2012[@bb20]; Bradler *et al.*, 2013[@bb21]; Bencivenga *et al.*, 2015[@bb22]; Zhang *et al.*, 2015[@bb23]; Mincigrucci *et al.*, 2018[@bb24]).

Some existing methods for generating a two-color FEL also have the potential to create pulses with more separated spectral lines. Nevertheless, generating more-color pulses may make these methods much more complicated, such as demanding a higher number of different wavelengths of the seed lasers, a higher number of different energies of the electron bunches or a higher number of different strengths of the undulator sections, which may increase the cost and technical requirements considerably. Thus a simple and economic way to achieve a multi-color FEL remains in strong demand in the short-wavelength region.

We have also proposed a new method to make two fractions of the ideally tilted bunch satisfy different resonance conditions along the whole bunch and emit two pulses at the two adjacent harmonics of the seed wavelength with a TGU radiator in the high-gain harmonic-generation (HGHG) FEL (Zhao *et al.*, 2018[@bb25]). In this method, each pulse can achieve its own saturation with an easily tuned energy ratio between the two pulses, and the two pulses both have ultrashort time duration of dozens of femtoseconds with a precisely controlled delay of hundreds of femtoseconds. However, to generate three-color pulses with this scheme, a much larger bunch tilt and/or a much larger field gradient of the radiator are required. This was once thought of as very challenging in practice.

In this work, we push on with this method for the generation of a three-color FEL. We focus on the generation and optimization of the tilted electron bunch, as well as the generation of the three-color pulses. The large bunch tilt is mainly created by transverse wakefields in a corrugated structure when the initial bunch passes through it in an off-axis propagation path, and is further enlarged in a following drift section. Such a tilted bunch has a large transverse velocity and its tilt amplitude is not constant when compared with that of the previous paper (Zhao *et al.*, 2018[@bb25]), where we utilize a linearly tilted bunch that is actually not easy to obtain in practice. Then a quadrupole magnet is used to suppress the transverse velocity induced in the corrugated structure to make the bunch travel through the HGHG configuration at a suitable transverse velocity. Subsequently, the tilted bunch is modulated by a single seed laser and dispersed by a magnetic chicane. Then, in the TGU radiator, the electrons at different transverse positions will experience different magnetic fields. If the bunch tilt and the field gradient of the radiator are large enough, there will be three fractions of the bunch resonating at three adjacent harmonics of the seed wavelength and emitting three-color ultrashort pulses.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe how to create a large tilted bunch with small transverse velocity in Section 2[](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, and in Section 3[](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} three-color FEL generation in a TGU radiator is presented. We also consider the possibility of fulfilling this scheme with the natural field gradient of a normal planar undulator instead of the TGU radiator in Section 4[](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}, and finally summarize in Section 5[](#sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

2.. Generation of a large tilted bunch   {#sec2}
========================================

A corrugated structure is widely known to cancel the bunch energy chirp introduced by a linac accelerator (Emma *et al.*, 2014[@bb26]). Recent studies show that it can also be used to correlate the longitudinal position with the transverse position of the electrons when the electron bunch passes off-axis through a corrugated structure, as sketched in Fig. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. For a uniformly distributed electron bunch passing through a horizontal corrugated structure far from the axis, assuming a driving electron at (*x* ~0~, *y* ~0~) and a trailing electron at (*x*, *y*), with \|*x* − *x* ~0~\| small compared with the gap size, the short-range transverse point wakes can be approximately given by (Bane *et al.*, 2016[@bb27]; Seok *et al.*, 2018[@bb28]) where *w* ~d~(*s*, *x* ~0~) and *w* ~q~(*s*, *x* ~0~) are the dipole and quadrupole wake functions on the offset *x* ~0~, respectively.

The dipole wake offers a transverse momentum kick to create a bunch tilt with focusing in *y* and defocusing in *x* introduced by the quadrupole wake. Both wakes are proportional to the gap size, as ∝ *a* ^−4^.

Subsequently, through convolving the point wakes with the longitudinal bunch shape λ(*s*), the wakes along the whole bunch can be given asTo obtain a large bunch tilt in a short corrugated structure, the gap size should be tuned to a small value. Parameters of the proposed corrugated structure are as follows: nominal half aperture *a* = 3 mm, period *p* = 0.5 mm, depth *h* = 0.6 mm, longitudinal gap *t* = 0.25 mm, plate width *w* = 20 mm, plate length *L* = 0.8 m. Due to the corrugation parameters are much smaller than the gap size (), but with *h* ≥ *p* the transverse wakes at the origin in *s* (at *s* = 0^+^) start out as approximately parabolic functions of *s* from zero. The wakes at the head of the bunch are negligible but the tail experiences strong wakes. If the bunch orbit offset increases and becomes comparable with the gap size, higher-order analytical formulas or simulations also becomes necessary. In this feasibility study, we calculate the wakes including the 'zero order' and the 'first order' wakes to ensure the accuracy of the calculation, as described by Bane *et al.* (2016[@bb27]).

According to the wake theory above, we numerically studied the bunch evolution in the corrugated structure in three dimensions. Parameters of the electron bunch are given in Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}. For an electron bunch with uniform distribution, the longitudinal wake strength is approximately linear. The voltage induced by a longitudinal wake at the bunch tail can be approximated as ≃ , with *Z* ~0~ = 377 Ω. In our case, the longitudinal voltage at the bunch tail equals −6.3 MV and then introduces an energy chirp of 1.6% without any change in the slice energy spread of the bunch. Though such an energy chirp has little influence on our three-color FEL scheme, both the longitudinal and transverse wakes are included in the simulations.

The transverse bunch wakes are shown in Fig. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. With an offset *x* ~0~ = 2.0 mm, the tail of the bunch experiences a dipole wake of 0.9 kV pC^−1^ and a quadrupole wake of 1.3 MV pC^−1^ m^−1^. Both dipole wake and quadrupole wake contribute to the growth of the bunch tilt in the horizontal direction. As shown in Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the wakes introduce a horizontal deviation of 0.7 mm after the bunch passes through the corrugated structure. Obviously such a tilt will increase the projected emittance of the bunch; nevertheless, the slice emittance is almost constant and thus does not influence the final FEL performance. Non-negligible issues are the introduced horizontal velocity of the bunch combined with the increase of the horizontal beam size. In the vertical direction, the bunch will suffer a transverse focusing introduced by the quadrupole wake and thus decrease the vertical beam size. In order to further increase the bunch tilt without increasing the transverse velocity of the electrons, a 1.25 m drift section is adopted after the corrugated structure. According to Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the horizontal deviation is increased from 0.7 mm to 3.4 mm, with an inevitable increase of the beam size which may degrade the FEL performance to some extent.

The tilted bunch with a large transverse velocity will spread quickly in the transverse direction and may degrade the interaction with the seed laser in the following HGHG section. Therefore a quadrupole magnet is used to reduce the transverse velocity. When an electron with a transverse velocity *v* ~0~ passes through a quadrupole magnet with an offset orbit *x*, its transverse velocity at the exit can be given aswhere *K* ~q~ is the focusing strength.

For a tilted bunch generated by the corrugated structure, *v* ~0~ is proportional to *x*. Thus the electron with a large transverse velocity will experience a large focusing in the quadrupole. With the careful optimization of the length and strength of the quadrupole, the transverse velocity may be greatly suppressed. As shown in Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, after passing through a quadrupole with a length of 0.2 m and an on-axis gradient of about 4 T m^−1^, the transverse velocity of the tail of the bunch is decreased from 10^5^ to 10^2^ m s^−1^. The transverse velocity of the electrons is effectively cooling down.

3.. Generation of three-color pulses in HGHG FEL with a TGU radiator   {#sec3}
======================================================================

Fig. 5[▸](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic of the proposed scheme for the generation of three-color FEL pulses. The tilted bunch is firstly modulated by a seed laser in the modulator. Due to the relative large beam size of the tilted bunch, the transverse size of the seed laser in the modulator should also be large enough to introduce an adequate energy modulation in each part of the electron bunch. Then, after the dispersive chicane, the energy modulation is converted into density modulation, and bunching at harmonics along the whole bunch is generated. The coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) effect is not included in the simulations, but we have theoretically estimated the CSR effect in the chicane and the CSR-induced energy spread seems very small.

Then in the TGU radiator with a normalized field parameter *K*(*x*) = *K* ~0~(1 + α*x*) (Huang *et al.*, 2012[@bb29]), where *K* ~0~ is the field strength parameter on the axis of the TGU and α is the field gradient, different parts of the electron bunch will see different undulator magnetic fields. According to the FEL resonance condition, the wavelength of the radiation emitted from each part of the bunch iswhere γ is the Lorentz factor of the electrons and λ~u~ is the period of the radiator. However, only the radiation at the harmonics of the seed laser will be coherently amplified because the electron beam is bunched at these discrete wavelengths.

Assuming the generation of three-color pulses at three adjacent harmonics, the resonant undulator parameters *K* ~1~, *K* ~2~, *K* ~3~ for these three harmonics can be calculated from the above equation. The time separations among the three FEL pulses are determined by the longitudinal positions of the three bunch fractions that emit the coherent radiation. According to Fig. 3(*a*)[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the bunch tilt created in Section 2[](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} can be approximately regarded as a cubic dependence on *s* and can be fitted as η(*s*) = *x*\[mm\]/*s*\[mm\] = −9.8 + 80*s* − 180*s* ^2^. Thus the time separation Δ*t* = Δ*s*/*c* can be further calculated asHere Δ*K* is the difference between the two resonant harmonics and is the average *K* value of the *n* ~1~th and *n* ~2~th harmonics.

We have carried out the three-dimensional time-dependent numerical simulations to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The main parameters refer to the Dalian Coherent Light Source (DCLS), which is an extreme-ultraviolet FEL user facility (Zhang *et al.*, 2013[@bb30]). Energy modulation in the modulator was performed using *Genesis* 1.3 code (Reiche, 1999[@bb31]) and phase space evolution in the magnetic chicane was tracked using *Elegant* code (Borland, 2000[@bb32]).

The tilted bunch used in the simulations is described in the above section. As shown in Fig. 5[▸](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the tilted bunch travels parallel along the normal modulator axis in which a seed laser of 240 nm is used to modulate the bunch. The modulator consists of five periods with period length of 50 mm. To ensure the adequate energy modulation in each part of the large tilted bunch, a seed laser with a beam waist of 2.3 mm is adopted. Next, a dispersion section converts the energy modulation into a density modulation to form the strong bunching at harmonics.

According to equation (5)[](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, at higher harmonics, Δ*K* between these harmonics is smaller in the radiator. Thus it would be helpful to carry out this multi-color FEL scheme at high harmonics since the requirement on the product αη can be reduced. However, in an HGHG FEL, the harmonic order cannot be too large. Therefore, the harmonic orders should be selected in a moderate range to achieve multi-color pulses with considerable FEL power. In our case, we consider generating three-color pulses at the fourth, fifth and sixth harmonics of the seed laser. The period length of the TGU radiator is 30 mm, thus Δ*K* equals 0.58 for the fourth and sixth harmonics. The undulator strength parameter resonant at these three harmonics are *K* ~1~ = 1.7, *K* ~2~ = 1.39 and *K* ~3~ = 1.13, respectively. The undulator strength parameter on the axis should be chosen around the center of *K* ~1~ and *K* ~3~ to cover the total target harmonics. Here, we set *K* ~0~ = 1.49. The transverse field gradient of the TGU radiator α = −150 m^−1^ makes *K*(*x*) vary from 1.88 to 1.01 while the *x* deviation of the proposed tilted bunch varies from −1.75 to 1.75 mm. Therefore the tilted bunch can cover the three resonant conditions at harmonics and emit three-color FEL pulses. Each pulse is independent and can reach saturation in a single radiator. The other non-resonant electrons will experience self-amplified spontaneous emission and contribute little to the total output power. Because of the high quality of the electron bunch and low harmonic orders converted from the seed laser, a short radiator is adopted which is composed of 50 periods. Parameters of the modulator and the radiator are listed in Table 2[▸](#table2){ref-type="table"}.

The simulation results of three-color FEL pulses at the exit of the TGU radiator are given in Fig. 6[▸](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Due to the non­uniform energy modulation of the bunch, the bunching factor at the middle of the bunch is greater than that at the two sides, thus the peak power of the fifth harmonic is greater than the other two pulses. For the 60 nm pulse (fourth harmonic), 48 nm pulse (fifth harmonic) and 40 nm pulse (sixth harmonic), the peak powers are 16 MW, 28 MW and 12 MW, respectively. As given in Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, as the tilt amplitude along the bunch increases rapidly from head to tail, it is easy to figure out that the fractions that satisfy resonance at different harmonics will become shorter gradually, thus leading to the shortening of the time duration of three pulses from head to tail. The corresponding FWHM time duration of the sixth, fifth and fourth harmonics are 105 fs, 61 fs and 45 fs, respectively. The time separation between the adjacent pulses is about 306 fs and 262 fs, while those calculated by equation (6)[](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} are about 330 fs and 280 fs, respectively. These three-color pulses with such time structure have great potential to carry out relevant experiments directly.

In the spectral field, these three pulses are all close to the Fourier transform limit; the FWHM bandwidth of each pulse is about 0.2%. However, the fast-growing beam size and the tilt amplitude at the tail of the bunch will cause some deviation of the resonant position and thus result in the generation of a small burr in the spectrum. Nevertheless, such a burr has little influence on the total performance of the three-color FEL pulses.

Fig. 7[▸](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the transverse distribution of three-color FEL pulses, in which three separated spots can be seen on the screen. The pulses on the two sides are close to being symmetric about the middle pulse with transverse separations of about 1.4 mm and 0.8 mm. Generally, these three-color pulses should be focused on the same position of the sample in most relevant experiments. To achieve such a spatial overlap of these pulses, a carefully designed reflecting mirror with toroidal surface is the potential solution to compensate for the spatial separation by introducing an optical path difference.

It is worth pointing out that, in the above simulations, the generation of the three harmonic pulses is difficult to do in a single run because of the limited covering range of the wavelength in *Genesis*. Since the three harmonics are generated from three separated fractions of the electron bunch, these three radiation processes have little impact on each other. Thus three-color FEL simulations in the radiator were performed in three separate runs and each run focused on one harmonic of the seed laser.

4.. Possibility of fulfilling this scheme with the natural field gradient of a normal undulator   {#sec4}
=================================================================================================

In the above section, generation of three-color FEL pulses with a TGU radiator is studied in detail. However, to produce such three-color pulses requires a specially designed TGU with a large transverse gradient, which is not easy to realize and tune (Bernhard *et al.*, 2018[@bb33]). Thus we propose to use the natural transverse gradient (NTG) of a normal planar undulator instead of the TGU radiator.

In a normal planar undulator placed as shown in Fig. 8[▸](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, the undulator field parameter *K* and the natural vertical gradient α~*y*~ along the *y* direction can be described as (Jia & Li, 2017[@bb34]; Zhao *et al.*, 2017[@bb35]) where *k* ~u~ is the wavenumber of the undulator field. From these equations we can see that, for a normal planar undulator with fixed period length, *K* and α~*y*~ depend on the off-axis position of the bunch.

Taking the above parameters as an example, the undulator field is shown in the right-hand figure of Fig. 8[▸](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Compared with the usual TGU used in Section 3[](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}, the natural gradient is not constant but grows rapidly as the vertical offset increases. Considering injecting the tilted bunch into the normal undulator with the head on the axis, the head of the bunch will experiences a small gradient. Under this condition, the tilted bunch should be long enough in the vertical direction to cover these three resonant conditions to realize this scheme. The initial bunch tilt in the vertical direction is created by a vertical corrugated structure similar to the horizontal one. With a longer drift section of 3 m and the same parameters of the corrugated structure described in Section 2[](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we obtain a tilted bunch with a vertical position from head to tail of Δ*y* = 7 mm but with the same longitudinal bunch length. Actually this bunch tilt can also be achieved by adjusting the bunch offset in the corrugated structure and keeping the length of the drift section unchanged.

Following the modulator and dispersive section with the same parameters, the bunching at harmonics is generated. However, compared with the *x*-tilted bunch scheme, the magnetic field of the modulator in this scheme should be changed to the horizontal direction to avoid the large variation of the undulator parameter *K* along the bunch. This will guarantee that all electrons from head to tail are resonant at the seed frequency and avoid the unwanted natural focusing which may degrade the FEL performance in the following radiator. The polarization of the seed laser also needs to be changed to the vertical direction. In the normal radiator, the period number and the period length are also the same as with the TGU radiator. For the NTG scheme, the choice on the harmonic orders is similar to that of the TGU scheme. The on-axis undulator parameter is set to be *K* ~0~ = 1.03, which is smaller than that in the TGU scheme. Obviously, the range of *K* ~*y*~ can satisfy the conditions for generating three-color FEL pulses for the above tilted bunch. If the bunch is placed away from the axis, *K* ~0~ can be reduced. Thus the NTG scheme has the potential of working at an open gap of the radiator.

Fig. 9[▸](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the time structure and spectrum of the generated three-color pulses. These pulses have separated spectral lines and a peak power of several megawatts. The power reduction of each pulse compared with that generated in the TGU radiator is mainly because here the tilted bunch has a larger global transverse size so that the beam current in each transverse slice becomes about half as low. If the users want to keep the FEL power at the same level, the total charge needs to be increased. The FWHM pulse width of the sixth, fifth and fourth harmonics are about 60 fs, 45 fs and 30 fs, respectively, and the time separation between the adjacent pulses is about 260 fs and 140 fs.

Note that the bunch passing through the undulator in an off-axis orbit will suffer a weak betatron oscillation. However, in our scheme, the betatron wavelength λ~β*y*~ = ≃ 15 m is far longer than the undulator length of 1.5 m, thus the natural focusing effect can be neglected.

The main difference in using the natural gradient of a normal undulator from a TGU is that the gradient varies with the coordinate of the bunch-tilted direction. As shown in Fig. 10(*a*)[▸](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, with increasing *K* ~0~ the power of the fourth and fifth harmonic changes very slightly, but on the other hand the power of the sixth harmonic changes a lot. Such a phenomenon is the result of α~*y*~ increasing slowly around the head but rapidly at the tail of the bunch, so that the variation of the position of the bunch fraction resonant at higher harmonic is larger than that at lower harmonics as well as the variation of the bunching factors. In addition, with decreasing *K* ~0~, the resonant fractions move away from the axis and will see a large gradient, leading to the shortening of the time duration of the three pulses. The dependence of the power on the bunch orbit offset from the head to the axis is exhibited in Fig. 10(*b*)[▸](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. One can find that the power of these three pulses is almost not changed when varying the bunch head around the axis. If the variation of the power remains at less than 5%, the shake and the accuracy of the orbit control should be better than 0.1 mm, which can be easily satisfied by the current technology of beam measurement and control.

In general, the generation of a three-color FEL based on the natural gradient has a good tolerance not only on the undulator field parameter but also on the bunch orbit offset. Since the gradient can be easily tuned by varying the orbit offset of the bunch, it also has the feature of a good adjustability. This may be very helpful for carrying on the relevant demonstration experiment for the generation of a three-color FEL.

5.. Summary   {#sec5}
=============

We have presented a new method of generating three-color FEL pulses based on the HGHG configuration driven by a tilted bunch in the extreme-ultraviolet waveband. The creation of a large bunch tilt with an acceptable beam quality relies upon the combination of a corrugated structure, a drift section and a quadrupole magnet. Detailed analysis and three-dimensional simulations validated the feasibility of generating the required tilted bunch. Combined with a TGU radiator in the HGHG configuration, such a tilted bunch is able to generate three-color pulses at three adjacent harmonics of the seed laser. Further study demonstrated that three-color pulses can also be achieved with the natural gradient of a normal undulator with this scheme, and the radiation power of the three pulses has good tolerances on the undulator field parameter and the bunch orbit offset.

With this method, only one electron bunch, one seed laser and one radiator section are required. Based on the large bunch tilt and the field gradient of the radiator, three-color ultrashort pulses with large frequency separations and time delay of a few hundred femtoseconds can be obtained without splitting the radiator into several subsections. This method is worthwhile in that it can provide an extension of the FEL properties for existing seeded FEL facilities to offer three-color pulses for some special users. However, the ratio of the three frequencies is almost fixed. The three frequencies and their gaps can be tuned by changing the seed frequency and the setting of the harmonic conversion numbers, but only in a range that is not very large. The time delay of the three pulses can be tuned on the level from several tens of femtoseconds to about a few hundred femtoseconds for practical electron beams; however, the ratio of the delay between the three pulses can only be changed in a very limited range.

![Schematic of the proposed scheme for tilted bunch generation.](s-26-01473-fig1){#fig1}

![Bunch wakes of the corrugated structure for a uniform beam: (*a*) the dipole bunch wake *W* ~d~(*s*) and (*b*) the quadrupole bunch wake *W* ~q~(*s*), with *a* = 3 mm and *x* ~0~ = 2.0 mm.](s-26-01473-fig2){#fig2}

![(*a*) Bunch deviation of *x* and (*b*) transverse RMS size. Solid lines: after the bunch passes through the corrugated structure. Dotted lines: after the bunch passes through the corrugated structure and the next drift section. The green line is the deviation of *x*, the blue line is σ~*x*~ and the red line is σ~*y*~.](s-26-01473-fig3){#fig3}

![Variations of the bunch deviation at *x* and the transverse velocity along *z* when the bunch passes through the drift section and quadrupole.](s-26-01473-fig4){#fig4}

![Schematic of the proposed scheme for the generation of three-color FEL pulses.](s-26-01473-fig5){#fig5}

![Time structure (*a*) and spectrum (*b*) of three-color FEL pulses at the exit of the TGU radiator, in which the dotted green line represents 60 nm, the dashed blue line represents 48 nm and the solid red line represents 40 nm.](s-26-01473-fig6){#fig6}

![Transverse distribution of three-color FEL pulses, in which the spot on the left-hand side represents 60 nm, that in the middle represents 48 nm and that on the right-hand side represents 40 nm.](s-26-01473-fig7){#fig7}

![Left: schematic of the proposed scheme for three-color FEL generation in a normal planar radiator. Right: variation of the undulator field parameter (solid blue line) and the natural transverse gradient (dashed red line) in the vertical direction.](s-26-01473-fig8){#fig8}

![Time structure (*a*) and spectrum (*b*) of three-color FEL pulses at the exit of the normal planar radiator, in which the dotted green lines represent 60 nm, the dashed blue lines represent 48 nm and the solid red lines represent 40 nm.](s-26-01473-fig9){#fig9}

![(*a*) Variation of the profile of three-color FEL pulses with the undulator field parameter on the axis in the normal planar radiator, in which solid lines represent *K* ~0~ = 1.06, dashed lines represent *K* ~0~ = 1.03 and dotted lines represent *K* ~0~ = 0.99. (*b*) Variation of the three-color FEL power with the offset of the vertical bunch orbit in a normal planar radiator, in which Δ*y* is the deviation from the orbit of *y* = 0 mm at the head of the bunch. Green crosses represent 60 nm, blue circles represent 48 nm and red squares represent 40 nm.](s-26-01473-fig10){#fig10}

###### Parameters of the electron bunch

  Parameter                              Specification   Units
  -------------------------------------- --------------- ---------
  Energy, *E*                            400             MeV
  Energy spread, σ~γ~                    200             keV
  Normalized emittance, ∊~n~             1               mm mrad
  Bunch transverse size, σ~*x*~/σ~*y*~   30/70           µm
  Full bunch length, *l* ~b~             1               ps
  Bunch current, *I*                     800             A

###### Parameters of undulators

  Parameter                                 Specification   Units
  ----------------------------------------- --------------- -------
  Modulator period length                   50              mm
  Modulator period number                   5               --
  Modulator parameter, *K* ~m~              3.28            --
  Radiator period length                    30              mm
  Radiator period number                    50              --
  Radiator parameter on the axis, *K* ~0~   1.49            --
  Radiator strength gradient, α             −150            m^−1^
